<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 Final//EN">
<html>
<head>
<!--  .............  ASK PHP TO SET HOME-DIRECTORY  ............  -->
<?php include("pathname.txt"); ?>

<!--  .................. ASK PHP TO INSERT STYLES FILE ............... -->
<?php include($home_directory."/Library/stylescall.php"); ?>

<!--  .................. ASK PHP TO INSERT HEADER ............... -->
<?php include($home_directory."/Library/header_publicns.txt"); ?>

<title>Roger Clarke's 'Passwords'</title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
</head>
<body>
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  IntroIntroduction
People often ask questions about passwords, and I've always been surprised how hard it is to point to decent sources of advice.  This document provides a short statement of the things I think people ought to know.  The sections are:
•	#BGBackground Information on Passwords
•	#PRRisks to Passwords, and What To Do About Them
•	#GPGuidance in the Creation of a Strong Password
•	#CPGuidance on Checking Password Strength
•	#SPWhat Service Providers Should Do
•	#AltAlternatives to Passwords
Feel free to mailto:Roger.Clarke@xamax.com.auemail me suggestions for improvement, and questions that I've failed to answer.

  BGBackground Information on Passwords
What's a Password?
A password is a string of characters that is input by a person to a computer service, so that the service can check whether the person should be allowed access.
Why is a Password?
Computer services want to limit access to some data and to some of their software.
And people want to prevent access to their data by other people who they haven't authorised.
How Does a Password Work?
When a person registers for an account with a computer service, they are assigned a 'username' (or 'login-id'), and are either assigned a password to go with the username, or asked to nominate their own password.
Each time that the user asks for access to the account, they do so by providing their username and password.
The computer service checks whether the password is the right one for that username.
A password only achieves its aim of protecting data and software if it's a secret shared with no-one else, i.e. it needs to be something that only the relevant person knows.
What Problems Arise with Passwords?
Passwords are used to protect valuable assets.  Because those assets are attractive, people will be interested in gaining access to them.  So some people will look for opportunities to acquire passwords.  And some people will actively work at acquiring passwords, in what is usually called a 'password attack'.
Problems with One Password
A discussion of #PRrisks to passwords is provided in a later section.  The fundamental issue is that a password offers some security, but it's easily 'compromised', i.e. discovered by someone else.
A good password is usually referred to as being 'strong'.  Some guidance on #GPthe creation of strong passwords is provided in a later section.  But briefly, a password is more secure if it's hard to guess, i.e. long and not obvious;  but the longer and less obvious the password is, the more likely that you'll forget it.
So, when you choose a password, balance security against practicality.  The more harm that people can do to you if they gain access to an account, the more care you should take in creating and protecting the password.
Problems with Many Passwords
Remembering even one password is bad enough, but remembering a lot of passwords is even more challenging, especially for the accounts that you use infrequently.  My daughter quickly counted over 20 – Internet banking, credit-card, debit-card;  personal email (3), home network;  workplace email, workplace intranets (2), workplace purchasing, job-related sites (3);  social networking (3);  online merchants (5).
It's not so bad to use a common, easy-to-remember password for multiple unimportant accounts.  But, for each of your important accounts, use a special password for that account only;  and avoid recording it, i.e. store a reminder rather than the password itself.

    PRRisks to Passwords, and What To Do About Them
This section lists some of the key things that can go wrong, and identifies some safeguards you can use.  I've used 'avoid' for bad practices, and positive expressions for better practices.  
1.	Guessing of Your Password
Someone may try something obvious and get lucky.  Or they may try a common default password (which was how Murdoch's 'News of the World' broke into phone-message banks).
Avoid an obvious word, or obvious data that's associated with you (e.g. your birthdate, your name, a close relative's name).
If the account is issued with a default password, only use that password once, to gain access the first time, and then immediately change it.
2.	'Brute Force' Guessing of Your Password
Programs exist that discover passwords by testing large numbers of combinations of characters.  They are typically based on a list called a 'dictionary' (although it contains a lot more than just normal words).
Avoid simple words and examples of passwords that have been published.
Use the available #GPguidance in creating a strong password. 
3.	Visual Observation of Your Password
Someone may see the display of what you key in, or which keys you hit, possibly directly, or with the aid of a nearby camera or CCTV.
Avoid keying your password into a field that displays in clear on the screen.
Avoid keying your password when someone is watching your hands.  (This applies especially to your flatmates, family-members and workmates).
Obscure the keys you strike by putting your hands or body in the way.
Change your password very shortly after it may have been observed, e.g. when you've used it in an Internet cafe or airport lounge.
4.	Electronic Observation of Your Password
The term 'key-logger' refers to malware that can detect what you key in.
Install, maintain and run 'brand-name' anti-malware software.  You need to be confident in that software, so don't accept dodgy-looking offers.
When in a relatively secure environment (hopefully this includes at home), prefer a mouse-based user-interface (where you click on the relevant characters on the screen, rather than typing them on the keyboard).  But this is insecure in a public space like an Internet cafe.
5.	Interception of Your Password
Someone or something in the network may see the password as it goes by.
Avoid providing a password unless you're on an encrypted link 
(e.g. one that uses SSL/TLS – which displays 'https' in your web-browser).
Avoid sending your password in an unencrypted email-message.
6.	Phishing of Your Password
Someone may trick you into providing your password to them.
Avoid clicking on a hotlink in an email and then entering your password.
Avoid keying in your password unless you are confident you are communicating with the right server, e.g. you've typed the URL from a reliable source, or you're using a bookmark that you previously typed in.
Avoid keying your password into a web-site that offers to check the strength of your password unless you're confident that the site is reliable.
7.	Use of One Password for Multiple Accounts
Avoid using the same password for more than one account.
OR
Avoid using the same password for more than one important account.
It's less risky to use one password for the myriad accounts that you're forced to have but where the harm would be minimal even if it's compromised (e.g. commentators' accounts, e-mailing list admin accounts, subscriptions to paid content, reviewers' accounts).
8.	Discovery of Your Record of Passwords
Someone or something snooping around your machine may find your password.
Ideally, avoid recording your passwords.  (But that's difficult advice to follow!).
Avoid recording your passwords, but instead record reminders to help you remember what your passwords are.
Avoid recording all of your passwords or reminders in one place.
Obscure the fact that they are passwords or password reminders, but avoid relying on this as your only protection.
Obscure your records of passwords or reminders by encrypting them (using cryptographic software together with a crypto-key and/or 'master' password).
Prevent other people from accessing your records of passwords or reminders, e.g. by carrying them on you, whether on paper or in a device that isn't network-connected (e.g. a thumbdrive).
Avoid storing your password-related records on anyone else's device;  or, if you do, then make sure that the records are crypto-protected against the organisation that stores it for you, and against others.
Products are available that enable you to keep an encrypted database of usernames and passwords on your own device or thumbdrive (e.g. http://passwordsafe.sourceforge.net/Password Safe).  The weak link is that everything in the database is protected by ... a single password.
9.	Compromise of the Password-Reset Process
It's normal for there to be a way to override the password on an account, and generate a new one.  A replacement password has to be re-issued.  The usual approach is to send it to the email-account that you nominated when you opened the account, although in some circumstances you may need to present yourself at a counter and bring some evidence of identity with you. 
Record the email-address that you use when you open each account.
Make sure that you have access to those accounts, and that no-one else has.
10.	Continued Use of a Compromised Password
If you have any reason to suspect that someone may have discovered your password, get into a relatively secure environment and then change it.
If you have used any password for a long time (and protection of the account is important), assume that it's been compromised, and change it.
How long is 'a long time'?  The more important the account, the more often you should change the password.

  GPGuidance in the Creation of a Strong Password
A password needs to be long enough to make it difficult to guess;  and short enough to remember.
Most service providers require at least 6, perhaps 8 characters.  Most allow quite long passwords (often called pass-phrases).
Most systems are 'case-sensitive'. i.e. capitals (upper case letters like 'X') and lower-case letters (like 'x') are treated differently.  Many systems support large numbers of 'special characters' (many of them punctuation marks) and treat the space-bar as a separate character.  So you may be able to use any combination of capitals, lower-case, digits, spaces and any punctuation mark you can find on each of the keyboards you use.
Here are some ways to create reasonably secure passwords that you can remember, with examples of each.
Do not use any of the examples below!  They're published, so they've probably already been added to the 'dictionaries' that attackers use to break in to accounts.
Use a word or phrase, but vary it in a way that you'll remember
e.g. counterweight becomes counterwait
Reminder:  what I do at the Post Office
Use a word or phrase, but substitute some characters
However this is subject to a 'dictionary attack', so add extra characters 
Blondie becomes Bl0nd1e!! (i.e. 0 for o and 1 for i)
Reminder:  too many of them come out of a bottle
Use a word or phrase but insert some extra characters
password [a far too obvious choice!] becomes pass!?word
reminder:  oh, that password!?
Use a phrase or a sentence that's memorable (and that you can type quickly)
I'm an Eagles fan for life
reminder:  what I said when I was 10
Use an acronym, e.g. the first letters of a phrase or sentence that's memorable to you
'I'm an Eagles fan for life' becomes IaEffl
reminder:  what I said when I was 10, quickly
Use a combination of special characters, by choosing the ones at the top of the keyboard that are above the letters that make up a memorable word
e.g. QWERTY becomes !@#$%^
[This just shows the idea.  Those keys are in sequence, so it fails the obviousness test.  And, for the same reason, don't use 'smileys' like (:-)  ] 
Many sites that offer advice on password creation include suggestions that are impractical (along the lines of 'make sure your passwords are so complicated that you can't possibly remember them').  But here are a couple of documents that are worth reading:
•	https://www.privacyrights.org/ar/alertstrongpasswords.htmPrivacy Rights Clearinghouse
•	http://www.staysmartonline.gov.au/home_internet_users/secure_your_computer/set_and_use_strong_passwordsStaySmart Online
•	http://www.itservices.qut.edu.au/itsecurity/passwords.jspQUT
•	http://www.lboro.ac.uk/it/doc/guidance.htmlLoughborough Uni (UK)
•	http://www.microsoft.com/security/online-privacy/passwords-create.aspxMicrosoft

  CPGuidance on Checking Password Strength
Sites like http://www.passwordmeter.compasswordmeter.com, http://www.testyourpassword.comtestyourpassword.com and http://www.howsecureismypassword.nethowsecureismypassword.net may be genuinely helpful, but on the other hand they might be trying to capture your passwords.  
Avoid keying your password into such sites.  But you could try out possible passwords that have a similar general shape to your password.
Alternatively, you may prefer to rely on a 'brandname' web-site.  I found no such tools at consumer-friendly sites such as http://eff.orgEFF, http://www.efa.org.auEFA, http://www.epic.orgEPIC, http://www.privacyrights.orgPrivacy Rights, http://www.privacy.org.auAPF or https://www.privacyinternational.org/Privacy International, but these two came to hand:
•	http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/html/edu0396/PWtest.aspEducause
•	https://www.microsoft.com/security/pc-security/password-checker.aspxMicrosoft

  SPWhat Service Providers Need To Do
This document has focussed on what people can do to protect their own passwords.  But service-providers also have important roles to play.  Things that they should do include:
•	only allow you to use your first-time password once, and require you to change it before you can login a second time
•	test the strength of your password and tell you how it rates 
•	offer two options when you login:
•	a field you type into, but that does not display the characters you type 
(This is the mainstream.  It reduces risk 3 – Visual Observation, but is exposed to risk 4 - Electronic Observation)
•	a screen-display that you use the mouse to navigate to and click on 
(which reduces risk 4 at the cost of increasing risk 3)
•	only ever ask you to key in your password when you are on an encrypted connection.  
(This usually means using 'https://' in the web-browser)
•	never store your password.  (Technical Explanation:  they need to store a 'one-way hash' instead.  That way the password you key in can be 'hashed' in the same way as the original one was, and the new and old results compared;  but it's mathematically impossible to start with the hash and work backwards to calculate the password)
•	have a controlled but practical way for you to get a replacement password issued if you forget your current password
•	offer an optional reminder service, so that you can get them to nudge you at selected intervals about changing your password (maybe monthly for high-risk accounts, maybe annually for lower-risk accounts)
If you're not sure about which of these your service-provider does, look at the on-line documentation (often called 'FAQs' – Frequently Asked Questions), and if that doesn't answer your questions, email them and ask. 
If a service-provider doesn't do these things, you should seriously consider complaining to them, or changing to another service-provider.

  AltAlternatives to Passwords
Passwords are a form of 'authenticator'.  That's a general word for some kind of evidence to support an assertion.  In this case, the assertion a person makes when they try to login is that they're the appropriate person to use that account.
Some alternative authenticators exist, including:
•	what you know.  Apart from passwords, some information may be more-or-less a 'shared secret' between the person and the computer service
•	what you have, such as a gadget that generates a one-time password each time you login, or a digital signing key
•	where you are, e.g. your IP-address or device-ID
•	what you are, i.e. a biometric such as a fingerprint
•	what you do, e.g. the time-signature of the key-strikes when you're typing your password
•	who or what you are reputed to be, i.e. someone or something may vouch for you
All of these have strengths, and all of them have weaknesses as well.
For example, digital signature technologies have theoretical appeal, but also multiple vulnerabilities.  (Among other things, the use of the signing key may be protected by a password, which represents the weakest link in that particular security chain).
Biometrics, contrary to the nonsense put about by marketers, are highly vulnerable as well, in particular because a biometric is not a secret, can be easily captured and replayed, in some cases is spoofable (i.e. the device can be tricked into accepting something it shouldn't), and is irrevocable (e.g. you have only one right thumb, and it has a single unique print-pattern;  so when someone acquires a copy of that thumbprint, it's compromised and can never be reliably used again).
The most effective approach is 'multi-factor authentication', i.e. using two or more authenticators that are unrelated to one another.  Banks are increasingly using what you know (a password) combined with what you have (an additional, one-time password – which may be generated by a gadget, or sent to the user when it's needed, but via a different channel or path such as a pre-registered device different from the one the password was typed on).
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<!-- ....... SET PARAMETERS FOR FOOTER-TEXT ......... -->
<!-- PHP //INSERT 'CREATED DATE': -->
<?php $created = '23 July 2011'; ?>
<!-- PHP //CHECK PERSON, AND INSERT 'AMENDED DATE': -->
<?php $lastperson='Roger Clarke'; ?>
<?php $lastamended = '26 July 2011'; ?>
<!-- PHP will return the file’s own name: -->
<?php $footertext = $_SERVER['PHP_SELF']; ?>
<!-- PHP $verify_date is set at folder level in verification_date.txt -->

<!-- ......... ASK PHP TO INSERT FOOTER FILES ........ -->
<?php include($home_directory."/Library/prelimfooter_publicns.txt"); ?>
<?php include($home_directory."/Library/sponsorshipfooter.txt"); ?>
<?php include($home_directory."/Library/adminfooter.txt"); ?>

